Multiple bombesin-like peptides with opposite functions from skin of Odorrana grahami.
Bombesin-like peptides (BLPs) are a family of neuroendocrinic peptides that mediate a variety of biological activities. Three mature BLPs from the skin secretions of the frog Odorrana grahami were purified. Several bombesin-like peptide cDNA sequences encoding precursors of BLPs were identified from the skin cDNA library of O. grahami. This is the maximal diversity of BLPs ever found in animals. Five mature BLPs (B1-B5) based on the amino acid sequences derived from the cDNA cloning were synthesized. In the in vitro myotropic contraction experiment, all synthesized BLPs displayed a stimulating effect toward rat stomach strips, except B4 and B5 which showed the opposite effect, suggesting that certain BLPs may act as antagonists of bombesin receptors while most other BLPs act as agonists. This finding will facilitate the finding of novel bombesin receptors and novel ligands of bombesin receptors. The diversity of amphibian BLPs and their precursors were also analyzed and results suggest that amphibian BLPs and corresponding precursors of various sizes and processing patterns can be used as markers of taxonomic and molecular phylogenetics. The remarkable similarity of preproregions gives rise to very different BLPs and 3'-terminal regions in distantly related frog species, suggesting that the corresponding genes form a multigene family originating from a common ancestor. The diversification of BLP loci could thus be part of an evolutionary strategy developed by amphibian species as a result of shifts to novel ecological niches when environmental factors change rapidly.